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Why do you need a revision and study guide for the driving theory test?

Reading handbooks, websites and the Highway Code all convey a lot of information to you as a driving theory test
candidate, but do they help you to absorb it? Left completely on your own, it can be difficult to effectively organise
the information to provide an accurate summary to study from.

�Many candidates sink in this ocean of information, so I have constructed a life raft � this book!� explains Graham,
of the inspiration behind his book.

Using a methodology that creates coherent summaries from the vast amounts of information, the Theory Test Study
& Revision Guide comprehensively details each aspects of the driving theory test, conveniently organising them into
two summaries per section. These �study patterns� are very fast and easy to read and allow a deeper understanding
that many other books may fail to provide.

�The most important advantage is that the study patterns make it easy to memorise the facts � a study pattern acts
as a key to unlock all of the information you have absorbed on a particular subject, from various different sources,�
explains Graham.
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